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The' confere~ce was organized by J.G. Heywood (Vancouver) '. K. Masuda (Tokyo),
R. Rautmann (Paderborn), and V. A. So1onni kov (St. - Petersb.urg) .

New results were presented by 41 lecturers in the o following important fields
of recent research:

- free boundary problems,

problems in unbounded domains,

numerical methods

(includi~g domain decomposition, and splitting and product formtilas),

- outflow boundary conditicns

- statistical methods, and

- general qualitative theory.

Representatives from the engineering community also participated in our conference;

the participants came from 11 countries ..
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Abstracts

L.K. ANTANOVSKI

Application of the analytic funtlon theory to the plane free-boundary·creeping flows

Plane quasisteady free-boundary flows of a capillary incompressible viscous liquid

are considered. The mathematical problem is decomposed into an auxiliary elliptic

problem for the Stokes system in a fixed flow domain, whose solving leads to the

Cauchy problem for the free boundary with nonlocal "normal v.elocity" operator~ _

Using the bianalytic stress-stream function, the auxiliary problem is reduced to t~

Fredholm boundary integral equation. As an illustration, the flow of an isolated bulk

of fluid, the flow in a plane capillar, and the flow in an annular layer are investigated.

K. ASANO

Fluid dynamical limit of the Boltzmann eguation

We consider the Boltzmann equation

af + c n f =1 Q[f f] 0 () 3 R3at ~. vXE' , t > , x, ~ E R x ,

wi th the mean free path E E (0, 1]. We observe that i t has spec i al farni 1i es of

solutions· providing a solution of the compressible/incompressible Euler/ Navier

Stokes equation as the singular limit as E tends to O. If we deal with the solution

such as
f = 9(E,E;) + g(E,~)1/2u(E,Et,x,E;),

g(E,t;;} = (21TE 2 ä) _2/3 e-1E;12/(2E28) ,

then IIthe fluid dynamical part ll of f(E,t/E,X,fJ tends to the solution of the

compressible Navier-Stokes equation with the initial data defined by that for f.

The uniform existence theorem is also proved for EE (0,1], if the initial data

satisfies same appropriate conditions.

J.T. BEALE

The approximation of the Navier-Stokes eguations by fractional time steps

We consider the approximation by partial time steps of a smooth solution of the

Navier-Stokes equations in a bounded domain in two or three space dimensions with

zero velocity on the boundary. For small k > 0 we alternate the solution for time

k of the inviscid Euler equations, w;th normal velocity zero on the boundary, and                                   
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. t~e solution of the linear Stokes equations for time k, imposing zero velocity

on the boundary. In joint work with Claude Greengard, we have shown that the

approximation remains bounded in W2 ,P and is accurate to order k in LP for 1 < P < ~

as 10ng as the solution of the N.S.E. remains smooth. It seems necessary to work

with low norms because of the inconsistency during the Stokes step between the'

initial state, which has tangential velocity generated during the Euler step, and

the zero boundary condition.

H. BEIRÄO DA VEIGA

~h; Hadamard's classical well-posedness in the mathematical theory of ~ompressible
inviscid fluids

We consider the nonlinear hyperbolic system of equations describing the motion of

a compressible inviseid fluid in a domain n c ~3. Rough1y speaking, if the initial

data U belongs to Hk = Hk(n), k ~ 3, and if the necessary compatibility con~itionso .
hold, then there is a (unique) solution UeC([o,T];Hk) of our system, for some

T > o. T-depends, decreasingly, ~n the Hk - nbrm of U·. Dur aim is to p~o~e th~t

(with obvious notations)if Un
.-+ U in Hk then un

-+ uOin C([o,T];Hk), i.~e. to prove
. 0 0 '-

the strong well-posedness of our problem. It is worth noting that,convergence9f

Un to U in C([o,TJ;H1j, 1< k, trivialy proved, is notv~r~ meaningfull. Onthe
contrary, strong we ll-posedne.ss, a bas i c (and ex'pected) resu 1t i s st.i 11 an, open .

problem in the general theory of hyperbolie equations .. We pr9Pose a method for prov;ng

this main property and apply it to the above significant.problem.

W. BORCHERS

uni ueness and as m toties of stead 'ets

e eonsider the 3-D flow through an aperture in a plane either with prescribed flux

or press ure drop condition. We discuss the existence and uniqueness of solutions for

smal1 data in weighted spaees and derive their complete asymptotic behaviour at in

finity. Moreover, we show that each solution with bounded Dirichlet integral which

has a certain weak additional decay, behaves like O(r-2) as r = lxi ~ 00 and admits

a wide jet region. These investigations are based on the solvability properties of

the linear Stokes system in a half space ~~ . To investigate the Stokes problem

in ~~ , we apply the Mellin transform technic and reduce the Stokes problem to the

determination of the spectrum of the corresponding invariant Stokes-Beltrami operator

on the hemisphere.
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K. BÜHLER

Solution behaviour of the Navier-Stokes equations, stability of basic flows, non
uniqueness and bifurcations of supercritical solutions, numerical simulation and
experimental realization.

The flow between two concentric rotating spheres is investigated both theoretically

and experimentally. The closed flow problem is extended into an open one, so that
the flow depends on the rotation of the spherical boundaries and on throughflow

in meridional direction. A initial value code, based on a finite differenee method,

is developed. The numerieal simulation of the bifureation proeess and the non-unique

behaviour of the supercritical solutions will be presented. Steady an~ time-depen~
solutions are obtafned. The nu~erical solutions are eonfirmed by the experimental

results. The importance of the supercritical solutions for the laminar-turbulent

transition will be demonstrated.

H. CHANG

Existence and unigueness of the.steady Navier-Stokes eguations in unbounded domain

The classical existence theorem for the steady Navier-Stokes equations, based on a

bound for the ·solutionls Oirichlet norm, provides little qualitative information

about the solution. In particular, if the domain is unbounded, it is not evident

that the solution will be unique when the data is small. Inspired by work of Finn

for flow past an obstacle, we give a potential theoretic construction of the

solution in a half space modeling such phenomena as a jet emanating from a wall.

The solution which is obtained decays like r-1 at infinity and has

a bounded Oirichlet norm. Uniqueness is proven in the class of such solution for

small data. I am trying to solve the related problem for flow through an aperture

in a wall, as proposed by Heywood, by using the methods of Finn and Babenko.

Hopefully, I will have this result by the time of the meeting. ~

R. FARWIG

The exterior Navier-Stokes problem of viscous flow past a body

We consider the stationary Navier-Stokes equations of a viscous incompressible

fluid in an exterior domain of R3. The velocity is assumed to approximate a

constant nonvanishing vector at infinity in a generalized sense. Linearizing

the Navier-Stokes equations we are led to the Oseen equations which we study

in weighted'Sobolev spaces. The weights are anisotropie and reflect the decay

properties of the fundamental solution. The main tools are hydrodyna~ic potentials,
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estimates of singular and weakly singular integral operators in anisotropically

weighted spaces and a variational approach to a related elliptic equation in exterior

, domains. Proving embedding theorems in anisotropically weighted Sobolev spaces we

construct a solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for sufficiently small data
by Banach's fixed point theorem.

M. FEISTAUER

Compactness of solutions of compressible viscous flows

•
- In the pap~r'joint results by V. Sverak, J. Necas and M. Feistauer on weak limits

of solutions-of equations describing nonstationary viscous compressible flows are

presented. "From the continuity equation, Navier-Stokes equations and energy equation

we derive estimates of solu~ions, provided they are suffic~ently regular. These

'estimates y;eld a weak convergence of a sequence of solutions to some limit field .

. However ~ .the system of a compress i b1e vi scous flow does not provi de a suff; ci ent

con~rol allowing the "limit process in the equations. This is possible under some

additional assumptions on the boundedness of the density, temperature"and velocity

and assumption concern;ng cavitation.

T.M. fISCHER

On the nonlinear development of disturbances in two and three-dimensional boundary
layer flows

A weakly nonlinear model, which describes saturation states of certain so-called

primary disturbances in two.and three-dimensional boundary-layer flows, is presented.

-The disturbances being considered deve)op from a linear instability of the basic flow

•
t~ a nonlinear saturation state (which, in general, becomes unstable against another

type of disturbanees). Th~ analysis is based on an asymptotic theory of periodic .

solutions of the 'Nav;er-Stokes equations an~ results in a Landau-type.equation, which

is coupled with an' inhomogeneous heat equation. The saturation amplitude (of the

leading part) of the disturbance as well as the nonlinear distortion of the mean flow

are obtained. The theoretical investigations are supplemented by numerical results

for the two cases: a) Tollmien-Schlichting waves in Blasius flow .and b) stationary

crossflow vortices in a Falkner-Skan-Cooke flow. These results are compared with

these which have been obtained by other authors by using full nonlinear (numerical)

metheds.
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A.V. FURSIKOV

The problem of e10sing of the ehain of the moment equations in the ease of large
Reyno1ds numbers

The moments of a statistieal solution of the Navier-Stokes equations satisfy a

system of differential equations ealled a Friedman-Keller system. The equat{on for the

k-th moment Mk eontains the term with k+l-th moment Mk+1 beeause of the nonlin~arity

of the Navier-Stokesequations. Tnerefore.the system of Friedman-Keller is unelosed;

i '~.' i s ; nf i n.i te. The elos i ng .:prob1em of the Cauehy prob lern f or the Fr ied~~n-K_er
ehain cf equations eonsists in the follow;ng: It is necessary to construct·the ~

sequenee of such prob1ems AN' about N unknown funeti ons· MN = {M~, ••• ,M~} that thei r

solutions written in the form MN ~ {M~, •. ,M~,O,O, ... } approximate the solution'

M= {M1, .. ,Mk, .. } of the Cauehy problem for the Friedman-Keller ehain of equations.

This problem was solved more than·l0 years aga in·the ease of small Reynolds numbers.

The .closing problem in the case of large Reynolds number has been solved now~

.Thi-s subjeet is offered to discussion.

G.P. GALDI

Existence, uniqueness and LQ estimates for the Oseen problem in exterior domaihs
with applications

In thi"s paper we consider the O'seen problem in a'n exterior 'domain n' c Rn, n i?::_ 2,

and provi'de, for t~e corresponding solutions, existence,uniqueness and estimates

in Lebesgue spaces. Using a loealization procedure, it ;s enough to show the.result
in the who1e of R,n and in a bounded doma in. For. t'h i s purpuse, we i ook' for so1ut ions ; n

~n by Fourier transform and, in order to obtain the estimates, we use L;zorkin's

theorem on mu lt i pli ers. One of the ma in consequences of thi s approach i s that. e·
n = 2, we obtain anisotropie Lq bounds for each eomponent of the veloeity field.

The results obtained are then applied to the 'study of the properti~s of solutions

to the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations in exterior domalns with non-zero veloeity

at infinity. In particular we show that, under very general eonditions on the body

force, any sueh a solution with a finite Dirichlet integral satisfies the energy

equation and, furthermore, it is unique for small data.
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v. GIRAULT (joint work with J. Giro{re and A. Sequeira)

A stream function-vorticity mixed variational formulation for the two or three
dimensional exterior Stokes problem

Let 0 be a bounded s;mply-connected domain of ~2 or ~3 with a Lipschitz-continuous

boundary rand let 0
1 denote the exterior of Ö. By setting the Stokes problem:

~

- v6U + vp = f ,
~

div u o in 0'
~ ~

u = 0 on r,

in adequate weighted Sobolev spaces, we derive a mixed variational formulation for

~this problem in 0
1 in terms of the stream function ; and vorticity ~ of the velocity.

~In two dimensions, the variational problem that we derive reads: for adequate spaces
X and M, find win Mand w in X such that ~

V<peM, - V(6w,$) = (f, curl. 41),

Va e X, (w,8) + (.p ,68) = o.

Assuming that the right-hand side f is in Ll (O')2 and has a proper aecay at infinity.

we establish that this variational formulation is always equivalent to the Stokes

problem, that it is well-posed and in particular that it satisfies the Babuska

Brezzi inf-sup condition. Although the underlying id~as ?re ·the same in two and

three dimensions, the two cases are treat~d separately, n~t only b~~ause the

weights at infinity are different but also becaus~ the stream function$ have a
different structure.

P.M. GRESHO

On outflow boundary conditions for incompressible flow

The highly relevant but little understood and rarely adressed by mathematicianse ssue of i ncompress i b1e f1 ow that "exits" from a bounded but necessaril y truncated

domain in which Dirichlet boundary conditions are not useful is considered. Thus,

the problem of mathematica)ly permissible and (yet) computationally useful outflow

boundary conditions (OBCs) is adressed. The importance and, perhaps, the necessity,

of coupling the pressure with the normal derivative of the normal velocity in the OBC
i s di scussed. The i dea of udi v-grad symmetry ui s i ntroduced wi th ~espect to th~

potential for generating ill-posed problems- same of which seem to have already been

done by naive practitioners; i.e.the situation seems to exist that same numerical

techniques that generate"nice"results on typical meshes seem to lead to ill-posed

PDE problems as h ~ o. A plea is made for mathematicians to adress (finally) these
important/practical boundary conditions and related issues.
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M. GROBBELAAR (joint work with N.Sauer)

Lebesgue space solutions for the Navier-Stokes equations with dynamic boundary
conditions

Consider a bounded three-dimensional container with interior n!and boundary an!

filled with a v;scous incompressible fluid, into which a three-dimensional rigid

body with interior n2 and boun~ary E is immersed. Suppose the rigid body rotates

with unknown angular velocity w about an axis of symmetry. The mathematical model
for this problem is the system

av - 'i/ O(v) + 'i/p = - (v. v) v in (0, T), 0)\ cl (n2)at n ~ n •v' v = 0 in n x (0, T), (Pr 1)

d - J (o·n Ax)ds + f p(n Ax)ds 0 (o,T) ,dt [Jw(t)] on E x
E E

v = w(t) AX on E,

v = 0 on an1 ,. ,
v(x,o} Vo(x);w(o)= w . !

0

l~ ~nis paper we consider-lPr 1) in the spaces Lr ,3(O), (3 < r < ~) and prove
. ~

the existente of a unique solution, local in time, without imposing any restricting

condittons on t~e"i~itial states.Our main taols are the abstract theories of
B-evolutions and fractional powers of a closed pair of operators.

G.GRUBB

A pseudodifferential treatment of Navier-Stokes problems in time-space anisotr9pic
Lp Sobolev spaces.

••In a joint work with V.A. Solonnikov (Zapiski Sem. L.O.M.I. 1987 and 1989, J.Dlff.

Equ. 1990, + article to appear in Math. Scand.) we have shown how the various

initial-boundary value p~oblems for th~ Stokes and Navi~r-Stokes equations can be

reduced to pseudodifferential parabolic problems where the methods from the book

(G.G.: II Functional calculus of pseudo-differential boundary problemslI, Birkhäuser

1986) could be applied , giving solutions in w~+2, ~ + 1 spaces. The present talk
presents a generalization to w~+2,~ + 1 spaces "(I < p < ~) for s > - !/pl (with

s + 3 ~ (n + 2)/p in the nonlinear case), based on an extension of the background

pseudodifferential theory developed in a joint work with N.J. Kokholm. In particular,

we describe in full detail the (necessary and sufficient) compatibility conditions

for the data at the boundary at time t = O.
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F.K. HEBEKER

On missing boundary conditions with unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes flows

We investigate an unsteady viscous flow problem where Il goodfl boundary conditions

are available on part of the boundary only. This problem appears when the flow

phenomena one is interested in are concentrated on part of the flow region and,

for reasons of computational economy, are numerically computed in this- subregion

only. Assuming that outside of the subregion the flow is not subjected to any

acceleration forces, we develop an (abst~act) combin~d finite element/boundary

element scheme to approximately compute the flow. This scheme leads to a proof

of existence of a weak solution of the co~responding Navier Stokes problem as well.

A. INOUE

IIFunctional Derivative Equations" (including the Hopf equations) and "Analysis on
superspace over ~-dimensional Fr~chet-Grassmann algebra"4

I want to construct a functional Z(~) which satisfies the following Functional
Derivative Equations:

a öZ(n) = i
ät ..ön, (x, t) "

_ 2
T*( <5 zen) ~. 11 ~k)]l + "A öZ(n) + "fl( t)Z()

Ö ( t) r ( t) vU r n 1(x, t).~ 1 x, Tl,; nj x, uTlk x, öxJ öx 0'1

*Z(o) = 1 &Z(yon) = Wd(n).

Here, g(x), f'(x,t) ~ and W('1) are Qiven and Tl = n.(x,t)dx-i E C~ «o,~); ~1 (M))
- ÖX 0 J 0 0

with (M,g) is a Riemannian manifold and ~l(M) is the space of divergence free
o

I-forms with compact suppori.

e-
1 a -
~ oxj ( vl'g(x) Q. '.'
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H.KOZONO

Large time behaviour in Lr for the Navier-Stokes Navier-S~okes flow in unbou~ded
domains

Let n c ~n (n = 2,3,4) be an unbounded domain. Consider the nonstationary
Navier-Stokes equations:

o in n, t > 0,
(N-S)

{ atu ~_6U + u . Vu + vp = 0, d1v u

ulan - 0, ult=o a.

Let n = 2. Then we shall construct a global strong solution u of (N-S) for

a e L~ with atueC ((o,~); D(A
ll
)), 0 < II < i, where A is the" Stokes operator e

2 . 2" - 2. in Lo ' As a consequence'we shall see that aij u, atu, atajUE L (i,j=1,2) for t > o.

Corresponding results for n = 3,4 with ae L2 will be shown in the class of turbulent
o

solutions after some definite time. In both cases we shall show the explicit decay
rate of Uu(t)U r (2 S r S 00) and uvu(t)u

q
(2 s q S n) as t ~ 00.

t "

D. KRÖNER

Convergence of upwind finite volume schemes for scalar conservation laws

The convergence of numerical solutions of scalar conservation laws in 2-D for the

fractional step method was proved by Crandall and Majda (1980) in .the context of

SV-spaces. In 1986 Rauch has shown that you cannot generalize this proof to systems

of conservation laws. Since if there would be some BV-estimate for systems, then ~
the Jacobians have to commute. But this ;s not true for the most interesting syste~

the Euler equations of gas dynamics. Therefore one has to think about different

convergence proofs which avoid BV-estimates. Johnson and Szepessy (1989) have used

the concept of measure valued solutions of Diperna (1985) for pro~ing convergence

of finite element solutions. Later on Coquel and LeFloch generalized this to fractional
step methods of higher order. Together with Cockburn and Shu (1990) they apply this

also to finite volume schemes, satisfying some convexity conditions. In this context

I have shown that the basic estimate, which ;s used in the proof, also holds for the
Engquist-Osher typ schemes without any convexity conditions.
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I.SH.MOGILEVSKIJ

The solvability of one free boundary problem for the Navier-Stokes equations
in Hölder spaces of functions

The problem of the motion of an isolated liquid mass bounded by a free ~urface

is considered. External forces and the force of the surface tension are taken

into account. A bounded domain of the liquid for every moment, the vector

field of velocities and a scalar pressure satisfying the Navier-Stokes equations
are found. The form of the surface and the velocity are given at the initial

moment. The unique solvability of the problem ~nder considerationis proved fci~

sufficiently small time interval in the Hölder spjces of functions. Th~ solution

of the nonlinear initial-boundary value problem is constructed as a limit of the

sequence of solutions of linearized problems. The proof of the unique solvability

and estimate"s of solutions of linear 'problems are based on J". ·Schauderls·method:

K.PILECKAS

Noncompact free boundary problems for the Navier-Stokes system

The steady plane flow of a v;scous incompress;ble heavy fluid moving under gravity

down an inclined perturbed plane ;5 considered. T~e corresponding nontompact free
boundary problem for the Navier~Stokes system is solved by the method of successive

approximations. On ev~ry step of the successiveapproximations a new lineafization

wich does not belong to the class of ADN-elliptic systems is solved.

P.I. PLOTNIKOV

Stokes flow governed by capillary forces

A two-dimens;onal motion of isolated incompressible viscous liquid völume is

considered. The quasi-steady Stokes approx~mation is used for the velocity field,.

and the effects of capillarity on a free boundary are taken into account. A prior;

estimates for generalized solutions of the problem are established. Following these

estimates, via Caratheodory theorem and compensated compactness, one mayabtain new

results on qualitative features of the solutions. lt has been shown. that the normal
vector field to the free boundary r is uniformly bounded in the Hilbertspace

Ho(O,T,H1/ 2( r » and as the liquid drop moves it is not divided into fragments.
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R.RANNACHER

On guasi-compressibility methods tor the incompressible Navier-Stokes eguations

The lecture bases on the observation thai the classical projection method of

Chorin (1968) tor separating the difficulties due to the nonlinearity of the

problem ~nd the ~ncompressi~lity constraint can be 'interpreted ~s a particular

press~re stabilization method (~etrov-Gal~rkin method due to Hughes 198~). 80th

approa~hes ~elong to the class of quasi-compressibility methods }ntr~-.

ducing some amount of artificial compressibility(motivated mainly by mathematic~l/ ~

nu.m~rical arguments). For th~ 'Hughes method t~'~re is available a very good and ..

s~arp err~r analysis even in the pointwise sense. These results carry over to the
.' .

Chori~.method with some minor mo~ifications and provi~e a sha~p and mathem~ti.cally

rigorous convergence analysis~'In particular, it turns out that, in cantrast tp the

claim of other experts, the computed pressure can indeed be considered as a reasonable

approximation to the "true" one, at least away from the boun~ary. The main .concl~sion

is:'~on·t through away the pressure, it tells you a lot and has cost a lot to compute

itll
•

K.G. ROESNER

Exp~rimental and numerical investigation of rotating fluids (Application of spectral
element methods for the numerical calculation öt flows in rotating system~

The development of parallel machines.makes it necessary that special algorithms are

available which fit to the computer architecture. 8y the spectral element method on

arbitrary regions a fast convergent solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations can be achieved. As an example the flow in a channel with rectangular cro~

section is investigated. The time dependent character o~ the flow.is analysed when~

channel is set into rotation suddenly. 8y the domain decomposition method applied to

the problem the numerical effort is not high and well suited for the ;mplementation

on a parallel computer. First results of this numerical approach are gatned by the

CRAY-Y-MP of the Research Center of Jülich (Supercomputing Center). The numerical

data are compared with experimental results which are found using the speckle

velocimetry, developed at the Institute ~f~echanics at Darmstadt. On the basis of

this method the accuracy of calculated and measured flow field quantities can be

compared pointwise in the flow region.
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B.L. ROZHDESTVENSKY

The numerical m~thods of integrating the Navier-Stokes equations intended for
simulation of the turbulent fluid f10ws, and on executing the simulation itself

The problems on verification of numerical methods and on the results of computer

simulation of turbulent f10ws in a boundary layer as well as in channels and pipes

is of great importance and interest. These problems sha1l be discussed in my talk

in some details.

e R.SALVI

The exterior stationary problem for the Navier-Stokesequations: On the existence
and regularity.

This paper is devoted to the study of exterior stationary problem for Navier-Stokes

equations. Using an explicit representation of the solution of a boundary value

problem for - 6U + va . 9u + .9p = f, v. u = 0, ·(u = ve1oc;ty, vo = constant,

p = pressure, f =external force) in a halfspace, the LP - regularity of solutions

o~ the exterior stationary problem for Navier-Stokes equations is studied.

M. E. SCHONBEK

Lower bound to solutions to the Navier-Stokes eguations

We consiQer the problem of deriving lower bounds on the energy decay rates for
sol utions to the two and three dimensional Navier-Stokes eq.uations: ut + u . Vu + vp =
6 U, di v u = 0, u(x,0) = u0 ( x) E L2( Rn), n = 2, 3. We show t hat f 0r a cl as S 0f i ni ti al

da ta outside of a set Mof radially equidistributed energy the solutions decay at
-.Q -1 .

most at an algebraic rate of order (t + 1)"2 • Constraining the data to belong to

the complement of M is optimal since there are solutions with data in Mdecaying

exponentially. This lower bound estab1ishes an essential difference with the 1arge

time behaviour to solutions to the heat equation since these can. decay exponentially.

The ;nertial term div(u B u) in the Navier-Stokes equations appears to convert

short waves into 10ng waves, reducing the rate of decay.
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J. SOCOLOWSKY

On the solvability of a free boundary problem for the stationary Navier-Stokes

eguatians with a dynamic contact line

A free boundary value problem for the stationary Navier-Stokes equations" is

studied in a two-dimensional unbounded domain. In this problem there are two

asymmetrical free surfaces, one of which is non-compact. The other free surface

reaches a moving rigid wall at an apriori unknown dynamical contact point.

Problems of such kind model coating processes in chemical engeneering, for

instance (cf. curtain coating).

The free boundary value problem is investigated by means of functional-analytic

methods in several steps. The existence and uniqueness of a generalized solution

are proved for small parameters of the problem in weighted Hölder spaces.

H.SOHR

Some problems of the Stokes operator in unbounded domains

Cans i der same unbounded doma in n eRn wi th n ~ 2 and smooth boundary an; 1et "

1 < q < 00. Then we are interested in the following properties: (i) Existence of

the Helmholtz decomposition Lq = Lq
$ Gq, (ii) Analyticity and uniform boundedn~ss

of the semigroup e-tAq (t > 0) fo/the Stokes operator Aq on 0, (ii"i) lqestimate

of the gradient Vu of weak solutions u of the Stokes system - 6u + vp = div F,
div u = 0, ulan = o. Property (i) holds f~r the exterior" domain, the "modified ll

half space and the aperture domain; property (ii) is known to hold in these cases

only if n ~ 3; property (iii) holds in theses cases for n ~ 2 if we use a very

general test function space.

E.SÜLI

Analysis of transport-diffusion algorithms for the Navier-Stokes eguations

The transport-diffusion algorithm (ar Lagrange-Galerkin method) is a numerical

technique for solving convection-dominated diffusion equations, based on combining

a special discretisation of the Lagrangian material derivative along particle

trajectories with a Galerkin methode We present optimal error estimates for finite

element and spectral spatial discreti2ations. The method is shown to be unconditionally

nonlinearly stable in the sense of Lopez-Marcos and Sanz-Serna. The theoretical results

are illustrated with numerical experiments.
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A.TANI

Free boundary problem of viscous compressible flow

This communication contains the results obtained by the present author and

Professor V.A. Solonnikov. We consider the following free boundary problem

of viscous compressible barotropic capillary fluid: Problem: Find a bounded

domain 0t c ~3, t > 0, a vector field of velocities v(x,t) = (v1,v2,v3 ),

a scalar density p(x,t)(> 0) defined for x ~ 0t' t > 0 and satisfying the

Navier-Stokes equations

~ + v . (p v) = 0at
(1)

p ( v t + (v . v) v ) v. R. + P(f + K6 V) , X E.°t ' t > 0

and the inital-boundary conditions

(2)

(p,v) It=o (po,vo)(x),

Pn = - Pe(x,t) n + 0 Hn,

Xe n ,

XE rt " t > 0,

~~ + (v . v) F = 0 on r t = {XE ~3r F(x,t) o},

av.
where P (-p(p) + ~I(V v)) + ~ (ax~ + ~av.. )i~j = 1,2,3. The second,me~n

J xi

curvature of r. t , V(x,t) f f~:yP dy, and IJ,IJ', 0, K are-constants satisfying

°t
~ > 0, 2~ + 3~1 ~ O. 0 > 0, K ~ o.

For this problem we have already established the local in time unique solvability.

For the problem (1) - (2) with f = 0, K = o'Pe = 0, we can prove the existence
of equilibrium figures of slowly rotating liquid.

E.S. TITI

Global existence of strong solutions for certain 3-D problems in fluid dynamics

The global existence of strong solutions to the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations is

still an open problem, unlike the 2-0 case. The 'main physical difference between

the 2-D and 3-D Navier-Stokes is the presence of the vorticity stret,ching effect
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in the latter case. In this lecture we show the global existence of strong

(regular) solutions to 3-D Navier-Stokes equations with helieal symmetry.

It is worth mentioning that the vorticity stretching ;s nontrivial for 3-D
flows with helieal symmetry. Similar result is available for helieal 3-D MHD
flows in a torus. Such flows are observed in tokamak experiments in plasma

physics. Later we show glob~l existence of regular'solutions for 3-D convection

problems in porous media.In the last problem we show that the solutions belong

to a Gevrey class of regularity.

A. VALLI

Numerical methods for Navier-Stokes eguations for compressible viscous flows

Domain decomposition methods"are an efficient tool in the numerical approximations

of some fluid dynamics problems. For instance, the flow of a viscous compressible

fluid over a flat plate gives raise to a boundary layer, where the resolution

required to any numerical method needs to be very good. Decomposing the computational

domain in a thin region (eontaining the boundary layer)and a larger one far enough

from the plate, on"can achieve the necessary accuracy without needing a (uniform)

very. fine gr)d over the whole domain. Theoretical analysis and numerical results

concerning this domain' decomposition approach to the stationary Navier-Stokes

equations for compressible viscous fluids will be presented.

w. VARNHORN

On strang solutions of the Stokes eguations in unbounded open sets of ~n

Let Gc ~n (n ~ 2) be an unbounded open set havlng a compact complement and a ~

smooth boundary a G of class C2. In G we consider the Stokes equations

(*)

and p e LQ, (Ci) wi thoc
We show that for f,g,~ as above there exists at Jeast one solution pair of (*),
and that there are exact'y n2 + n - 1 linear independent solution pairs of the

homogeneous ~quations (f=O,g=O,~=O) for all 1 < q < Q)

-6U + vp = f, div u = g, ulaG = ~,

where feLq(G}n, geLQ, (G) with VgeLQ(G}n, and ~eW2-1/Q,q(aG)n are given
oc

(1< Q < Q)}. A pair (u,9p) of functions ueLQ
, (G)n with D~k u e LQ(G}n(j,k=l, .. ,n)
.oe J

Vpe Lq(G}n satisfying (*) is called a solution pair of (*).
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W.v.WAHL

• Decomposition of solenoidal fields into poloidal fields, toro;dal fields and the
mean flow. Applications to the Boussinesg-eguations

Let there be given a solenoidal field!! in an infinite layer which is per;odic in

x,y (horizontal directions). z and ~ stand for the vertical direction. Then Q can
be decomposed into

(1 ) Q = curl curl ~~ + curl~~ + f

•

with certain functions ~,~ and a vector field f which depends on z only (poloida1
. .

fi~ld, to~idal field and mean flow). By means of this.decomposition we study the

Bpussinesq-equations in the 1ayer. The advantages of using (1) are: The pressure

is e1iminated and, at the same time, the nonlineari~ies are given in a concrete.

way (without using the projection); u is isolated in a single equation (this is
., . Z 1\

the component of ~ which plays a major role when considering stabi1ity).

O.WALSH

A counterexamp1e concerning the pressure as t ~ 0+.

Consider the Navier-Stokes equations in a bounded domain. It is known that if the

initial veloe-ity . Uo is divergence free and has a finite Dirichlet norm,then
t -' .

"uvu(t)02 + I (uu(s)U 2
2 + UVp(s)U 2

+ nus (s)u 2) ds S K nvuou2

o W2

for 0 <t ~ T." It seems natural tri expect the relative orders of spatial differen

tiation of u,p,ut,n a prior; estimates shou1d be the same as in the equations
themselves. Thus, we hoped that it might be possible to include the terms

11 pet) 0
2 and nUtet) U~l' in the left side of the above estimate. ·We found that
L2J R

this ;s not possib1e and there exists uo such that

1im sup Up(t)U 1im + sup nut(t)O_l= ~

t-+-a+ L2/ R t-+-o

while uvu(t) - VUo" ~ O.
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B.WETTON

Convergence of finite difference methods for Navier-Stokes equations and comparison
cf computational methods

Two types cf finite difference schemes for the incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations in domains with boundaries are discussed. In both cases, second order con

vergence in maximum norm is established in both two and three dimensions. Veri

fication of the predicted convergence rates is performed on model problems.

The first scheme is based on the vorticity-stream function formulation of the

Navier-Stokes equations. The no-slip boundary condition ;s satisfied approx;mately

by using a boundary condition of vorticity creation type. The second scheme is base~
on the primitive variables, velocity and pressure, and falls into the ,lass of schemes

called projection methods. Finally, the two methods are applied to a more complicated

computation: that of the evolution of a perturbed jet in a two-dimensional channel.

Accuracy and computational efficiency of the methods are compared. The suitability

of this example for a comparison study between both finite difference and vortex

blob methods ;s discussed.

M.WIEGNER

Some remarks on the approximation of weak solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations
on exterior doma;ns

There are several ways to construct global weak solutions to the Navier-Stokes

equations.Especially the method of approximation by strang solutions to so~e modi

fied equations (al10wing global strang solutions) has turned ~ut to be useful for
studying decay-properties. One can show that a subsequence of their solutions

converge weakly i~ LZ(~+,LZ,a(n)) anQ. strongly in LZ([E,T],LZ (K)) for each compact
K c n and E > o. But -in order to prove lower bounds for'the time-decay r~tes of wea~

solutions,one needs strang convergence in LZ([E,T],LZ(O)). This ;s answered afffnma
tively for exterior domains (and the whole space) in dimensions 3 and 4.

M. WOLFF

Stationary flow of heat-conducting viscous fluids with free surface between concentric
cylinders with slip-cond;tion on the walls

The cylinders are set up on a plane and they can rotate at different speeds w1 and

w2. Via slip-condition the fluid ;s brought in motion and on the cylinder walls the
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values of temperature are given. The contact angles of the free surface with

the walls are prescribed. Applying the implicit function theorem in suitable

weighted Hölder-spaces we get existence and uniqueness of. velocity field, pressure,

free surface and temperature in a neighbourhood of the rest-state. The partial

differential equations in non-smooth domains arriving as auxiliary problems are

investigated via model problems in a sector due to Kondratjev.

w. XIE

Theorv of the Navier-Stokes eguations and elliptic eguations

In this talk, I will present a new method for obtaining estimates for ellipti~

equations. For Poisson~ equation in an arbitrary open set 0 c ~3, the estimate

sup lul ~ ~(JlvuI2dx I 16U I2dx)i/4
n v 211 0 n

has been obtained by me for functions u with zero boundary values, where the

constant 1/~ is sharp and independent of the domain n. The generalization

of this result to the Stokes equations will be discussed, as well as its
applica~io~to the Navier-Stokes equations.

Berichterstatter: J. Rodenkirchen
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